
WARM UP   
February Journal #4: 
1. Read the poem “The clouds 

pass” from the poetry sheet on 
your table. 

2. Find the metaphors in the 
poem and explain why the 
poet used them. 
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Learning Target
I can explain how figurative language is used in poetry. 

1.    Topic sentence
2-3. Example 1/explanation
4-5. Example 2/explanation
6.     Conclusion (This is    

important because…)



Topic sentence The poem “The clouds pass” by Richard Garcia uses 
metaphors.  

Example…. (#) This means…

Example….This means…

Conclusion The use of metaphor is important because it emphasizes…..
OR
Garcia uses these metaphors to focus on…
OR
Using metaphors  accentuates…



The clouds pass

By Richard Garcia

The clouds pass in a blue sky

Too white to be true

Before winter steps in

The trees are spending their money

I lie in gold

Above a green valley 

Gold falls on my chest

I am a rich man



WRITING ANALYSIS:  Google classroom and eDoc
1. Read your scores and comments
2. Fill out the Google form

Lesson 2 Word Relationships Packet 
and Connotation/Denotation

LESSON 1 history of Board Games
Rewrite the paragraph based on your assessment above. 



Lesson 2 Word Relationships Packet 
and Connotation/Denotation

LESSON 1 History of Board Games
Rewrite the paragraph based on your writing analysis. 

FOCUS: a claim statement which includes the title and author 5

EVIDENCE: two pieces of evidence from the text with page numbers 5

EXPLANATION: a clear explanation of how each piece of evidence supports the claim 5

CONCLUDING IDEA: a final sentence that connects all of the ideas back to your claim 5

CONVENTIONS: Correct use of capitalization, spelling, punctuation, etc 5
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TITLE/POET The BALLAD OF WILLIAM SYCAMORE

GENRE or STRUCTURE BALLAD

DEFINITION

RHYME SCHEME

STANZA

RHYTHM

MEANING: This poem is 

about…

A narrative song/poem with simple patterns

A B A B  or  A B C B

Usually many stanzas of 4 lines

IAMBIC-da DUM da DUM

My father, he was a mountaineer

This tells the life of William Sycamore 

from birth to death during Westward 

Expansion.



6

TITLE To Mistress Margaret Hussey

GENRE or STRUCTURE ODE

DEFINITION OF THE 

GENRE

RHYME SCHEME

STANZA

RHYTHM

MEANING: This poem is 

about…

Poem of praise or adoration

yes

yes

yes

The narrator adores Margaret and lists her 

wonderful qualities. 


